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The SAM76 language was designed by people for people - not by 
progranmers for progranmers. It follows a well defined syntax which i s 
easy to learn and to read. The notation avoids the use of pseudo 
"English" words which are a freouent source of confusion and arrb1ouitv 
in many of the other c:atputer languages. - · 

The SAM76 language can be used in as large a variet:Y of tasks as one is 
able to imagine - this on personal ~uters without reauiring computer 
specialists or progranmers to intercede. 

There are more than 150 functions - or instructions - available makiro 
the SAM76 language the most powerful available today, and it f i ts i ii 
approxilllately eight thousand bytes of menl)ry; this can be ram or rem as 
the user desires. 

The SAM76 language can be viewed as a real language which follows the 
user's stream of consciousness in rruch the same manner as spoken 
language. This permits the language in its written form as used by the 
canputer and the user to serve as documentation. 

The SAM76 language provides the user with the capability of rec;u1nng 
tne canputer to perform con;:>lex operations ' rnnany-areas: a few c.f t.'>ese 
are: Control. Texc manipulauon and editing, Simulation, .>.rithmet1c with 
any desired precision. 

The SAM76 language is interactive and reactive. As one task is 
a~lished the user continues and in effect the SAM76 language 
processor carries on a conversation , reacting to expressed des i res. 

The SAM76 language provides a uniquely flexible means to control 
facilities or to derive data fran sources other than the user's 
keyboard. 

The SAM76 language is a "string processor • . This means that the units of 
information are not confined to any fixed length, but may be made up of 
any nuirDer of characters, or even no characters, as determined by the 
user. Entire strings may be manipulated by single connands. 

The SAM76 language is interpretive. This means that when a strin; is 
evaluated and an expression found to contain an instruction or c:omnand, 
then the specified action is illmediately performed and the resulting 
value, if any, replaces that expression in the string. 

The SAM76 language facilitates the use of pre-defined procedures. This 
means that the user's procedures or scripts may be stored for potential 
use and later called by name and inmediately acted upon, with variables 
supplied to specified arguments as part of the process. 

The SAH76 langtla9e makes no distinction, except in the user's own use of 
information, between data and procedures. Procedures tell the processor 
what to do; data is the information acted upon by the procedures. 
Procedures may be modified vhen other procedures treat them as data. 

nie SAH76 language is llllSt powerful in providing man-1Mchine interaction 
permitting the user to modify his work and to intervene when desired. 
The language provides facilities to define and save scripts for 
subse:!uent use; this in effect can behave or operate as if they 
themselves were inherent functions of the language. 
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SAM76 Inc. 
Box 257, R.R.1 
Pennington, N. J., 08534, U.S.A. 

Available materials and prices effective Apr 1, 1981 
Printed Matter: 

SAM76 Language Manual - 240 pps. 
SAM76 Beginners TUtorial booklet 

Machine Readable materials: 
SAM76 Distribution Disk -

contains object code for 8080 and Z80 
source code for graphics functions, 
real time clock and so~e miscellaneous 
other fUnctions; variety of applications 
scripts, and demonstrations as well as 
miscellaneous tutorial material. 
Available formats (see NOTE A,B,C,D,E,F) 

SAM76 TRS80 disk, includes brochure 

SAM76 complete 8080/Z80 source code 
Requires Z60 C.D.L. Macro assembler (Note A) 

$20.£ll0 
$ 5.00 

$25.00 

$25. r1 0 

$60.00 

SAM76 Complete D~C10 system, includes 
source code, Hershey fonts and 5 manuals 

$500.00 

SAM76 Adventure Game (NOTE: A,B,D,E1) $25.00 
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"Hershey" graphic incremental vecto r 
Occidenta Fonts excluding Gothic 

tables 

Notes: 

- Gothic Fonts and Oriental Index 
Oriental Fonts 
set of three disks 

Available formats are "A,B,C,D,E" 

A - 8inch single density CP/M format 
B - 5 1/4 inch - Micropolis MOD II CP/M 
c - 5 1/4 inch - TRS-80 CP/M or TP/M 
D - 5 1/4 inch - TRS-80 standalone 
E1 - 5 1/4 inch - APPLE Z80 CP/M 
E2 - 5 1/4 inch - APPLE Z80 CP/M GRAPHICS 
F - 5 1/4 inch - North Star Double Density 

$25. 00 
$25.00 
$25. 0 0 
$60.00 

For other formats contact SAM76 by phone (609) 466-1129 

TERMS: All above prices are net - payment with order 
cash, money order or personal check - no credit 
cards. Prices include shipping postpaid fourth 
class for printed matter unless disks included 
in which case first class. Add $2.00 for first 
class for books alone. overseas add $7.00 for 
AIR book rate. 

Net 30 prices are those quoted above multiplied 
by two. one copy of invoice furnished gratis, 
on request, if additional copies are required 
add $5.00 for each desired copy. 


